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From the President: With all that has happened around us in the last few 

months, I find it necessary to have some way to distract from all of the news 

that keeps pouring in daily. With the arrival of spring, we can now get 

outside and begin to enjoy the outdoors again, and the warm weather that 

will arrive soon. Being stuck at home for the past few months has been 

tough, but at least a lot of the work that needed attention around the house 

that had been put aside for the last several years is finally getting done. I am 

looking forward to getting outside again and getting all of my model aircraft back up in the sky 

again where they belong, and very soon.  

With the month of May already here and the warm weather hopefully here too as you read this, 

the question is should you dare venture out to the flying field with the safer at home orders we 

have in place at the current time. I know that some of the restrictions have been lifted as of the 

end of April, and they are allowing places like golf courses open as long as people maintain their 

six feet or more of social distance.  Our flight line situation has always had some amount of 

social distancing, and if we all use common courtesy and avoid close contact, this can work for 

us too. If you feel you don’t want to chance it and would rather avoid it yet, we can respect



your decision to stay away from the flying 

field for a while yet. The problem that could 

arise is when someone would need help 

working on their equipment, or assistance 

flying their aircraft that we may have a 

problem with close contact out there. As a 

flight instructor and test pilot of new aircraft 

in this club, here is how I will conduct this 

season for myself and anyone who needs 

some assistance. I will still try to help as 

much as I can, as long as we maintain our 

space. I will not be able to help assemble, 

tear down, or work on any aircraft as long as 

you are going to be there also. I will still 

help with the buddy system for flying if the 

need arises, however we must keep our 

distance when doing so. I do not see a 

problem spacing out during a flight 

assistance as the buddy cords are six feet 

long and the wireless systems are even 

longer. I look forward to getting out with the 

club members again this summer.  

Over the winter months I have become 

interested in getting a drone for aerial 

photography. This has led to me to a new 

variation of this hobby that I never thought 

that I would have interest in. The more 

flights that I take with the little guy, the 

more exciting I find this little drone to be. 

The electronics and software that run it are 

really high tech, and it is equipped with 

geofencing for distance and height to deter 

flying above 400 feet or in restricted 

airspace. It has geo zone unlocking available 

to fly in certain FAA fly zones, and the 

drone will not go airborne unless you apply 

for and get authorization in those zones 

before you fly it. I have had to get a bit 

techier to fly it, but I find the whole thing 

very fascinating. It is a hobby that can be 

done from my own backyard, at the flying 

field, or just about any open space where it 

would be allowed. I have put together an 

article about it this month in this month’s 

edition of the newsletter, and how it relates 

to the Remote ID that appears to be coming 

for the model aircraft hobby in the coming 

years. Maybe it will shed some insight as to 

how that will develop in our RC hobby. 

The 2020 Brat Fry that we normally have on 

the Memorial Day weekend as a club 

fundraiser will not happen this year due to 

the current ongoing covid-19 situation in the 

State of Wisconsin. I don’t know how any 

events will happen this summer, but only 

time will tell how to proceed with this as we 

move forward into that season.   

With spring here and summer just six weeks 

away, we will need to think about and 

develop a plan of maintaining the club field 

again this summer. Mowing the grass strip 

becomes a weekly event, and the more 

volunteers we can get to do that during the 

summer, the better it will go. 

There will be no May club meeting due to 

the meeting place being locked and social 

distancing restrictions, but I am thinking that 

maybe as the summer comes we may be able 

to hold a monthly meeting of some sort at 

the field as long as we stay spread out 

enough, time will tell. In the interim, we can 

communicate by e-mail, phone or text. 

Please keep the communications to club 

matters only, I don’t need to know what 

anybody’s political views are. 

That’s all I have this month; I hope to see 

you at the field soon. 
 

Don 
     
  

A Bit from our Safety Officer 
 

Hello fellow flyers, 

Just a few thoughts as we embark on the 

upcoming flying season. I sincerely hope 

that all of you are well and in good health 

since the influx of this coronavirus. I haven’t 

heard of any club member being affected 

with the virus so I have to assume we are 

doing the right things to keep us all healthy. 

I do expect everyone to be vigilant and 

respectful of everyone else at the field as we 



get the flying season going. Enough said, we 

all know what the recommendations are by 

now so please be respectful of anyone you 

may come across at the field. Good weather 

is on the way and I am looking forward to a 

safe flying season. Be sure to look your 

flying machines over very carefully before 

that first flight as screws and other fasteners 

seem to loosen up and some even walk away 

over the Winter. I think I have seen a few of 

them at a field in Florida!  

  

Safe flying, 

Larry Chamberlin 

RVFRC Safety Officer 

 

 

Remote ID and How It May Affect 

Our Hobby 

 
For those of us who have been trying to 

keep up with the recent FAA proposal that 

will require us as RC Model Aircraft pilots 

to have digital ID onboard our aircraft 

anytime we are airborne so that the flight 

can be monitored remotely, I would like to 

share some thoughts. The way I understand 

it as it sits now, about two years into the 

future is when this rule will take effect. 

Although it is not quite clear how this will 

be handled in our hobby verses the drone 

community, it already feels as though we are 

being pooled together as one group of 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle or UAV operators 

even though the flying ability of each of 

these two types of aircraft are quite 

different. The standpoint from where the 

two are different is that in our hobby, we fly 

strictly by line of sight and we fly from a 

fixed base that always is the same, like our 

local model aircraft flying field. We also are 

probably never going to exceed flying above 

the 400-foot ceiling that the FAA has 

established as our maximum altitude of 

flight, especially with a smaller model for 

lack of visibility. I can see however, 

especially around restricted airspace near 

bigger commercial airports or even over 

restricted buildings, that a model aircraft 

could be flown without any way to identify 

what the flight is about or who is responsible 

for violating the law in that situation. I am 

sure that flying over schools or other 

government buildings is now considered 

flying in restricted airspace, as well as close 

to airports especially the bigger commercial 

airports. This is not a big problem in Central 

Wisconsin just yet, as we are still a rural 

area with a lot of open space, but we do 

have several airports and government 

buildings that are in authorized airspace. 

So, what is Remote ID and how will it 

work? Remote ID is actually a small beacon 

of some sort that will be required to be 

carried onboard your model aircraft that will 

transmit some source of digital identification 

that can be picked up by some kind of 

receiving mechanism that will allow 

someone, most likely the FAA or some 

branch of it to identify any given UAV that 

is in the air on any given day, much like the 

transponders that are on full sized aircraft 

that let air traffic control identify who they 

are while in flight. With the current radio 

equipment that we have in use today, that 

would mean updating our receiver to one 

that is capable of transmitting that signal 

while in flight, or adding a system that can 

transmit that data. With the newer telemetry 

capable radio systems, I do not believe that 

it would take a whole lot of upgrading to 

make that possible, as they are already 

transmitting data back to the transmitter on 

the ground now. The problem I see is that 

they will need a system to get that data back 

to the compiler of that data, which is the 

FAA or some branch of it. The easiest way 

that I can see to do that is using an app on a 

smart phone or something like that. It is not 

something that everyone would care to 

participate in just to fly, and not everyone 

would feel comfortable using such a system. 



That is why I am hoping that as we get 

closer to that date of implementation, that 

the FAA with the persuasion of our AMA 

group, grants a waiver to those of us who fly 

from a fixed base like our model aircraft 

flying field. The FAA knows where these 

sights are located nationwide and know how 

far out from these given sights that model 

airplanes are capable of flying. Around the 

bigger cities, I am sure there are a few 

model clubs who have their field located in 

the flyway of some major airport. They may 

only have a ceiling of less than 400 feet 

allowed for model aircraft in those 

conditions, depending on how far away the 

major airport is and where the club field is 

in accordance to the airport approach and 

takeoff runway. In Wisconsin I did find one 

club in the Milwaukee area that is in the 

approach way to Mitchell Field, so they 

probably have some kind of altitude 

restriction that is under the 400-foot limit at 

that field. Here in Central Wisconsin, we 

don’t have any rules limiting altitude below 

400 feet at our flying sites mainly because 

we are out in the middle of open airspace. I 

guess however, if you chose to fly your 

model off of a strip or hand launch near 

these local airports because you chose to, 

this would cause a problem of being able to 

fly in unauthorized airspace, being unsafe, 

and against the law. 

So, where am I going with this article? I 

personally have been an active RC Modeler 

for over forty years and have always 

enjoyed the hobby and the people in it. I will 

fly just about any type of model that will 

stay airborne including RC helicopters. In 

the last several years, the technology in this 

hobby, especially the electronics technology 

has really taken off. This includes radio 

signal and expanded radio menu technology, 

the electronic stabilization technology which 

has helped improve both airplane and 

helicopter stability, and all the other 

electronic improvements that have made 

things smaller and more compact. 

This year I took a new direction in the 

model aircraft hobby for myself, and did 

something that I said I would not ever have 

interest in, and I found out that the new 

technology is really quite fascinating. What 

was it that is so high tech and fascinating 

that I did? Well, I bought a small camera 

drone for photography and flying.  

While researching it before purchasing, I 

learned a lot about geo fence, geo zones 

around authorized airspace, and how to get 

used to working with them. This small drone 

flies by using GPS coordinates that it fixes 

by satellite position, so it always knows 

where it is in the sky and where the pilot is 

located. Even in a hefty breeze, it locks onto 

a GPS position to keep itself in place for as 

long as it is in the air, or until the pilot 

commands it otherwise. It transmits its 

location all the time to the transmitter along 

with a lot of telemetry for the pilot to use to 

guide the aircraft, including a map system 

that shows where it is in flight and where the 

pilot is located in relation to its position. I 

know that it can also be monitored while in 

the air because it has the ability to get 

permission to fly in authorized airspace. So, 

what is authorized airspace? 

My back yard has always been a place that I 

have been able to test fly my smaller RC 

aircraft over the years, especially my 

helicopters. My house is just short of five 

miles away from the Stevens Point Airport, 

but directly in line with the takeoff and 

landing approach of the northwest-southeast 

runway there. Looking on a map, I live in an 

authorization zone for this airports runway 

approach and must get approval to fly the 

drone if I want to fly it in my back-yard 

location. The software in the drone knows 

its GPS location when it is powered on, and 

will not allow the drone to fly until 

permission is granted to fly in this zone 

through an app on my phone. It will not 



allow the motors to start until authorization 

to fly in that location is granted. Walking 

about three hundred feet to the north of my 

house, I can get out of the authorization 

zone for this airport, and then the drone will 

take off without the need of getting 

authorization. The only problem with this is 

that without getting authorization to use that 

zone, if I decide I now want to fly the three 

hundred feet toward my house, it will sense 

that it entering an unauthorized zone and 

will not penetrate the invisible wall of that 

zone until it is unlocked to allow it to fly 

there. This is how the next generation of 

UAV will be prevented from flying in 

certain critical airspace. When applying for 

an unlock of a zone through the LAANC 

system, information about the aircraft 

including the digital ID number and a copy 

of FAA license are required when initially 

applying for an unlock. I am quite sure that 

the drones digital ID number is visible while 

flying and that someone other than myself is 

aware of its presence in the air. The remote 

ID technology is just coming online now, 

but I am convinced that it will apply to all 

model aircraft in the future. Unlocking a 

zone will not be required to fly model 

aircraft unless you fly in an “authorization 

zone” like near my place, and how that will 

be implemented in the future is still 

uncertain. I am wondering how they will 

force everyone to upgrade to the technology 

when so much of the equipment out today 

does not require it. Will they wait for the old 

equipment to phase out or just require 

everyone to have new equipment capable of 

the technology by a certain date, or perhaps 

requiring some kind of transponder onboard 

when flying. This is the big question.  

One final thought on all of this is safety. 

When all of this technology comes online, it 

will stop those pilots who thinks they can 

just fly their UAV anywhere. The remote ID 

will be visible and it will have an 

identification number pointing to whoever is 

the operator. We have all heard the stories of 

UAV flights near airports and near collisions 

that might have happened because of it. 

When an identifier is visible on your 

aircraft, you will tend to be more responsible 

with it. That is the message that I think is 

being presented here. It is however also 

punishing those who have always obeyed 

the rules in this hobby. In every hobby, rules 

are there and then there are a few who 

cannot seem to follow them.  

With the onslaught of commercial and 

recreational droning, the skies are starting to 

get filled with small aircraft. Model Aircraft 

like the type we fly were here first, but were 

contained to small areas of the landscape 

and were easily managed for safety. Today’s 

small radio-controlled aircraft are able to fly 

further from base due to better signal 

strength and other aids to the avionics. I 

guess some sort of regulation was inevitable. 

I just hope it is not going to be hard to 

understand how to use it correctly or add a 

lot of cost to the hobby. I personally do not 

have an issue with those in charge knowing 

who and where I am in the sky, but I know 

others have different views on that. It will be 

interesting to see how this unfolds in the 

coming years. 

 

Fly Safe 

Don 

 

 

 

Just a friendly reminder to get 
your 2020 club dues paid up if 
you haven’t already done so 

before heading out to the field 
this year. See the membership 

form below 
 

 



River Valley Flyers Model Aircraft Club 
2020 Membership Form 

The “River Valley Flyers” are a model aircraft flying group interested in all aspects of Model 

Aviation and are located in Central Wisconsin. We are a chartered Academy of Model 

Aeronautics [AMA] club. All club members must also be AMA Members. We maintain a flying 

site in southern Portage County in the Township of Grant in the Central Wisconsin area. 

 Membership Categories and Dues 

Full Adult Membership.... $40  

Age eighteen years and older by January 1st of the year of application. Includes voting rights and 

club field usage rights.  
 

Family/Group Membership.... $45 

All members covered by a Family/Group Membership must have a direct spouse or offspring 

relationship, Father-Son, Husband –Wife and or Junior Member. Includes voting rights [except 

for junior members] and club field usage rights. 
 

Junior Membership.... $15 

Under age eighteen years old by January 1st of year of application. All junior members need to be 

sponsored by a Full Adult Member even though they are not related by an offspring relationship. 

Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. 
 

Guest Membership.... $20 For someone who belongs to another local club but wishes to access 

our field for flying as well. Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. Must send a copy of 

current AMA and Local Club Membership Cards with application. 

 

 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

Please bring completed application form below with proof of AMA to RVF meeting or mail to:  

Bob O’Connor 2220 Lovewood Drive Wisconsin Rapids Wisconsin 54494 

Make checks payable to River Valley Flyers (Only Cash or Check Accepted) 

 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

City: _______________________________________ Zip: _____________ 

Phone: ______________________ E-Mail__________________________ 

AMA#________________   Membership Category: ___________________ 

Dues Enclosed: ______________________ (Cash or Check Only) 

 


